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DYNAMIC ST ABILITY OF AN INITIALL Y DEFLECTED 

RECTANGULAR PLATE UNDER AN 

INPLANE DYNAMIC MOMENT 

By Kαzuo TAKAHASHI*， Yasunori KONISHl林 ，Ryuta KA WAN伊料

αnd Shigeo URAKA WA**** 

In the following paper. the vibration of an initially deflected rectangular plate under a 

sinusoidally time-varying inplane moment is examined from the point of view of dynamic 

instability. The equation of motion describing the large deflection of the initially deflected 

plate is analyzed by the Galerkin method. The resulting equations for time variables are 

integrated by using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method. The dynamic instability regiohs are 

analyzed by the small deflection theory of a thin plate， neglecting nonlinear terms， The 

amplitudes 'Of unstable regions are determined by large deflection theory 

Numerical results are presented for various shapes and magnitudes of the initial 

deflection， The effect of the initial deflection on natural frequency， dynamic instability and 

amplitudes are discussed 

Keyword5 : dynamic 5tαbility. nonlineαr vibration. vibration of plate 

1. INTRODUCTION 

83 

Out-of-plane vibrations of a rectangular plate under a sinusiodally time-varying inplane moment are 

known to be caused by dynamic instability. Unstable regions and their amplitudes in out-of-plane vibration 

induced by in-plane moment are still not clear analytically. The preceding study by the authors， reference 

( 1 )， clarified the existence of unstable regions in the small deflection theory， their mechanisms and the 

basic properties of the dynamic instability problem. They are : (1) Unstable regions of combination 

resonances are predominant for the present case. This fact is different from unstable regions of a plate 

with a uniformly distributed load which has simple parametric resonances only. The unstable regions of the 

combination resonance are wide when natural frequencies of the rectangular plate related to unstable 

motions are close to each other， independently of the boundary conditions and aspect ratios ; (2) The 

static moment influences the unstable regions. The widths of simple parametric resonances which are 

narrow in the absence of the static moment， grow wide. 

Next， the amplitudes of unstable motions were estimated by the large deflection theory of a plate')，3). The 

conclusions are as follows : (3) The amplitudes of the out-of-plane vibrations of the rectangular plate 

subjected to the inplane dynamic moment are bounded due to the geometric nonlinear terms effect. The 

amplitudes of combination resonances are greater than those of simple parametric resonances for the 

present case; (4) The effect of the static moment generally increases the amplitude of the unstable 
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motions. The amplitudes of the combination resonances whose modal shapes are similar to those of the 

buckling mode are greatly affected by the static moment. 

These conclusions were obtained for plate with no initial deflection. However， it is a well-known 

phenomenon that the initial deflection of the plate induces additional out-of-plane deflection under the 

action of an inplane moment4). The influence of the initial deflections on the out-of-plane deflection has 

already been discussed in connection with the initiation of fatigue cracks by Maeda and Okura4). The 

response of the plate subjected to the repeated moment is essentially a vibration problem. Therefore， it is 

necessary to consider the dynamic instability of the initially deflected plate. 

Based upon this point， Kuranishi et al. 5) studied the dynamic response of an initially deflected web plate 

under periodic beam bending. However， the relation between initial deflection and dynamic stability is still 

not clear. 

This paper shows an analytical approach to the investigation of the dynamic stability of the initially 

deflected rectangular plate subjected to an inplane dynamic moment. The equation of motion describing 

large deflection of the initially deflected plate is analyzed by the Galerkin method. The resulting coupled 

nonlinear Mathieu equations for time variables are integrated by using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method. 

Numerical results are shown for various shapes and magnitudes of the initial deflection. Natural 

frequencies and unstable regions are obtained by neglecting nonlinear terms and maximum amplitudes are 

obtained. 

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

A cartesian co-ordinate system (x， y) is introduced as shown in Fig.1. Static moment Mo and 

sinusoidally time-varying moment M， cos Qt act on two edges， x=O and αand an inplane force Nx due to 

these moments is given by 

NT=主(1-2判(Mo+ M， cos Q t) ................................................................................ (1) b2
¥

b} ¥lY.lO I lY..lt 

where b is the length of the loaded edge， and M， and Q are the amplitudes of the sinusoidally time-varying 

moment and the forcing circular frequency respectively. 

Y 

「
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Fig. 1 Geometry and coordinate system 

Assuming that the effects of the longitudinal and rotational inertia forces and transverse shear can be 

neglected， then the basic equations for large amplitude free vibrations of a rectangular plate with initial 

deflection Wo subjected to an inplane moment can be written using the Marguerre equation as 

2ωL.. 6 (， "y ¥、δ2ω
L(ω， F)=ρd ':..:+Dマω (1-2~ )(Mo+M，cosQt)一一θt2 ' .v v b2 ¥ ~ ~ b J ''''U ' "" ~~- U~ V I 

Iδ2Fδ2(W+ω。)δ2Fδ2(W+ω。)δ2Fθ2(W+ω。)1
-d1一一一一一一+一一一一一一一一2ー←ー・ 1=0………………( 2 ) l oy2 ox2 . ox2 oy2 δIXOY oxoy 

(f o2(w+ω。)]2 δ2(ω+ω。)θ2(W+ω。) fIδ2ω'0 ¥2 o2ω。δ2ω。1i 
マ'F=E11 -'¥_'¥.. 1 ( ':_::::. )一・|卜…H ・H ・.....・ H ・..(3) u oxδy Jδ'X2δy2 ¥δ'xoyJ θニ(;2 oy2 J) 
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were ωdenotes the plate deflection，ρthe mass density， d the plate thickness， t the time， D= Ed31 
112(1ーが)1 is the bending stiffness， E Young's modulus， v Poisson's ratio and F Airy's stress function. 

The following boundary conditions for bending and inplane displacement are considered in the present 

analysis : 

Simply supported along all edges : i. e. ， 

ω=竺=0 (x=O，α)， w=生 =0 (y=O， b) ............ .......................................... (い)
δy2 

All edges immovable in the inplane directions : 

l
b

叫 =0 (x=O，α)， l
a 
vdx=O (円 b)......................................................... (付)

where 

u=l
X

並 dx=l
X

(上/δ2F 3
2
F ¥ 1 rδ(ω+叫 )12+1(ω)'

¥ --=---:;-- )1 ~ Iー 「一一 Jdx3x ~W Jo l E ¥ 3y2 v 3x2 / 2 l 3x J' 2 ¥ 3x 

(Y 3v. (Y (1 Iδ2F 32F¥1  rθ(w+ω。)l' • 1 Iθω¥2i . 
v=人百五αy=Jo lE ¥友子-)1 3y2) -2 t ------a子-J十2¥百五))αu 

in which u and v are inplane displacements in the x and y directions， respectively. 

3. METHOD OF SOLUTION 

Taking these boundary conditions into account， we assume the solution of equation (2) by 

w=d.L.: TM7μ)・WMn(x，y)…………………ー…………………………-…………………………… (5) 
匁~1

where TMn(t) is an unknown function of the time variable， and WMn(x， y) an eigen-function associated with 

free vibrations satisfying the geometric boundary conditions of the plate， defined as 

WMn=sin旦子iIIE子 (6) 

in which M and n are half-wave numbers in the x and y directions， respectively. We assume the initial 

deflection to satisfy the boundary conditions as follows : 

ω。=eodW…(x，y)…………………………………………………………………………………(7) 
where eo is the nondimensional amplitude of the initial deflection and W;ωthe shape function ; G and H are 

half-wave numbers in the x and y directions， respectively. 

The general solution of stress function F of equation (3) may be expressed in the form : 

F=Fp+Fc.......・H ・..…………………………………………………………………ー・…………・…・・ ( 8 ) 

where Fp is the particular solution and Fc the complementary solution. By substituting equations (7) and 

( 8) into equation (3)， the particular solution Fp can be obtained as shown in Appendix A. Let the 

complementary solution Fc be expressed as in references 4)， 5)， 6) as 

Fc=A{t}x2+ B(t)が… ...・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ( 9) 

where A( t) and B( t) are functions of time， determined so as to satisfy the inplane boundary condition (4-b) 

(Appendix B). 

After substituting equations (5)， (7) and (8) into equation (2). we apply the Galerkin method to 

obtain 

ρdb' ・・ 6 
一万一np1、MP+npTMρ十万(Mo+ Mt cos Q t) .L.: IMpn T Mn + .L.: .L.: .L.: IMnrsp T Mn T Mr T Ms 

η=1 n=l T=l 8=1 

+ eo :E :E IMnrGHpTMnTMr+ e~ :E IMnGHpTMn=O・・・ … …・……一………・ …・ …………・・ 一.(10) 
n=l T=l n=l 

where nn. nn. IM即 andIMnrsp are integrations that appear in the process of the Galerkin method (Appendix 

C) and p=l， 2.…. 
Using nondimensional notations. we obtain the following differential equation for the time variable : 
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/ ，.，M、2 一一一 ーーー

TMP+(子千)TMP十(M0+ M t cos wr).E AMpnTMn+.E .E .E BMnrspTMnTMrTMs 、W11

+eoE呂CMπT岬九九T+eiEDMn岬九η=0.............................................................(11) 

where M o=Mo/ Mcr is the nondimensional static moment， M t=Mt/ Mcr the nondimensional dynamic 

moment， Mcrニ λcr7(
2D /6 the buckling moment，λcr the eigen-value of the buckling moment石=Q/Q:the 

nondimensional forcing circular frequency， Q:=α:7(2/ b2 
VD/ pd the first natural circular frequency of the 

unloaded plate，α: the first eigen-value of vibration，τ= Q: t the non-dimensional time， and ω，~the p-th 

natural circular frequency with the half-wave number M. AM即 andBMnrsp being given in Appendix D. As 

can be seen in equation (11)， the second order of the intial deflection (e~) is included in the linear terms. 

The first order of the initial deflection (eo) is included in the nonlinear terms. It is assumed that the initial 

deflection is much more important in the nonlinear case. The parameters in equation (11) are the modes 

(G， H) (half-wave numbers， G and H) and ma伊 itude (e 0) of the ini tial deflection， static moment M 0， 

amplitude M t of the dynamic moment and the forcing circular frequency w. The stability of the rectangular 

plate with the particular value of G， H， eo and M 0 will have unstable solutions for some combinations of 

Mt and 石.

4. METHOD OF TIME RESPONSE ANALYSIS 

Time variable T Mp of equation (11) will be integrated numerically by using the Runge-Kutta-Gill method. 

From the results of the preceding papersI) ，2) ， a summing type combination resonance near frequency w= 

(ω~+ω7)/ k (k=l， 2，…) is predominant and the simple parametric resonance near frequency w=2 ω~/k 
through coupling terms is not important in the present case (see page 181 of reference 1). The notation ω? 

is a nodimensional natural frequency of the plate defined as Q~ / Q: where Q~ is the natural frequency with 

the mode (M， i) of the initially deflected plate， M is the half-wave number in the x direction and i or j is 

the half-wave number in the y direction. The combination resonance is a coupling of vibrations with two 

different modes， (M， i) and (M， j). The two degree-of-freedom approach by using two modes which 

induce unstable motions is adopted to obtain a time response analysis. The purpose of the present analysis 

is to obtain the unstable regions which occur under the assumptions of the small deflection theory and to 

determine the amplitude of the unstable motions. Therefore， the initial conditions for the time variable are 

set equal to TMi= TMj=O. 01 and l' Mi= l' Mj=O. 0 to satisfy the small amplitude vibration. Poisson's ratio ν 

of the plate is assumed to be 0.3 and the effect of the static moment M 0 is not considered here. 

5. NATURAL FREQUENCY 

Unstable motions occur near fOI・cingfre-

quency w such as 2ω~/ k and (ω?十ω拘/k.
Therefore， it is necessary to clarify the effect 

of the initial deflection on the natural frequen-

cy of the rectangular plate. By neglecting 

nonlinear terms in equation (11) and putting 

Mt=O.O and Moニ O.0， the free vibrations of 

the initially deflected plate can be obtained. By 

using this equation， the natural frequencies of 

the initially deflected plate are obtained for the 

mode (G， H) of the initial deflection and its 

magnitude eo・

The natural frequencies of the square plate 

with half-wave numbers M equal to 1 and 2 in 
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the x direction are illustreted for various 1. 0 

modes (G， H) of the initial def!ection in eo 
0.8 

Figs.2 and 3. In these figures， the ordinate eo 

shows the magnitude of the initial def!ection 0.6 

normalized for the plate thickness， while the 

abscissa 百=.Q~/.Q: stands for the natural 0.4 

frequency of the initially def!ected plate nor- 0.2 

malized for the lowest natural frequency. The 

corresponding mode of vibration is shown by 

(G，H) 

(1，1)一一一一
(1，2)--

(2，1)一一一一一
(2，2) 
(2，3)一一一一

2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 n 10.0 

notation (M， s) for various modes (G， H) of 

the initial imperfection. In general， natural 

frequencies grow larger with increase of the 

Fig.3 Magnitude eo of the intial def¥ection vs natural frequency 

百 forthe case of M =2. 

magnitude of the initial def!ection. The amount of increase is significant for cases in which the numbers 

(M， s) of half-waves of the mode of vibration coincide with those of the modes (G， H) of the initial 

def!ection 

6. UNSTABLE REGIONS 

The effect of the shape (G， H) and its maginitude eo of initial def!ection on the unstable regions where 

the out-of-plane vibrations of the plate occur， is clarified in this section. From the results of the dynamic 

stability analysisl)， it is concluded that combination resonances are predominant for plates subjected to 

inplane moment and simple parametric resonance is negligible. In this case， only combination resonances 

are considered. 
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Fig.4 Unstable regions of a square plate: eo=O.5. G=l and H=l 
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Fig.5 Unstable regions of a square plate :ω:+ ú)~ and 

eo=O，5. 
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Fig.6 Unstable regions of a square plate : wl+wl and 

eo=O.5. 
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Fig.4 shows unstable regions for the initially deflected square plate with shape (G， H) = (1， 1)， eo= 

O. 5 and M 0=0. O. In this figure， the ordinate M t= Mt/ Mcr denotes the amplitude of the periodic force 

normalized for the corresponding buckling momemt， while the abscissa石=Q / QJ stands for the exiting 
frequency normalized for the lowest natural frequency. Furthermore， the hatched portions represent the 

regions of instability where the out-of-plane vibrations of the plate are excited. The notation ω~+ωY 

shows the unstable motion of the combination resonance with two modal shapes (M， i) and (M， j). 

( 1) Effect of the shape of the initial deflection 

Figs. 5 and 6 show the width of the unstable motion ω:+ω~ (for M=l) and w~+w~ (for M=2) of the 

square plate with eo=O. 5 for various shapes (G， H) of the initial deflection. As the natural frequency ω? 

changes depending on the shape (G， H) of the initial deflection， the frequency where the unstable region 

occurs moves to the higher frequency range. Therefore， the effect of the initial deflection (G， H) is 

different for M=l and M=2， as can be seen in Figs.5 and 6. 

Table 1 shows the upper and lower boundaries of the unstable motion of w~十 w~ for M t=O. 5. The 

unstable region becomes narrower with increases in the frequency range where the unstable motions 

occurs 

( 2) Effect of the magnitude of the initial deflection 

Fig. 7 shows the widths of the unstable motion ω:+w~ (for M=l) of the square plate with (G， H) = 

(2， 2) for various magnitudes eo of the initial deflection. As natural frequency ω.r increases wi th 

increases in the magnitude eo of the initial deflection， the frequency range where the unstable region 

occurs moves to the higher frequency range. Table 2 shows the upper and lower boundaries of the unstable 

motion w~+ ω~ for M t=O. 5. The unstable region becomes narrower with increases in the magnitude eo of 

the initial deflection. The widths of the unstable region are narrow in the presence of the initial deflection. 
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Fig.7 Unstable regions of a square plate : w~+w~. 

G=2 and H=2. 

7. MAXIMUM AMPLlTUDES 

Table 1 Upper-lower boundaries of the unstable 
region :ω~+ω~， M ，=0.5 and eo=0.5. 

(G，II)ωlowerωI w.idth 

(1，1) 5.90 -7.25 I 1.35 

0，2) 6.45 -7.75 I 1.30 

(2，1) 7.15 句 8.30 I 1.15 

(2，2) 7.60 ・ 8.75 I 1.15 

Table 2 Upper-lower boundaries of the unstable 
region:ω~+w~. M ，=0.5. G=2 and H 

=2 

eωlower ωupper I width 

0.00 5.80 ‘ 7.20 1.40 
0.25 5.95 ‘ 7.35 1.40 

0.50 6.45 ‘ 7.75 1.30 
0.75 7.25 -8.40 1.15 
1.00 8.20 -9.20 1.00 

The nonlinear response of the unstable motion can be obtained by using numerical integrations of 

equation (11). The nonlinear time response for the combination resonance w~十 w~ is shown in Fig. 8. The 

quadratic nonlinear terms are included in the equation of motion in conjunction with the initial deflection. 

As the quadratic nonlinear terms have non-symmetric restoring force properties， the maximum amplitudes 

with positive and negative signs are not the same. This result shows that the maximum deflection becomes 

large when the plate experiences initial deflection. 
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Fig.8 Time history of the combination resonance : w~+wl. e，=0.4. G=2. H=l. M ，=0.3 and石=7.35.
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Fig.ll Maximum amplitudes of unstable motions : w~+ωL 
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Fig. 12 Maximum amplitudes of unstable motions : w~+wl. 

G=2 and H=2. 

( 1) Effect of the mode of initial deflection 

Figs. 9 and 10 show the amplitudes of the unstable motions w:+ω: (for M=l) and w;+w~ (for M=2) of 

the square plate with eo=O.2 for various shapes (G， H) of the initial deflection. In these figures， the 

abscissa M t shows the nondimensional moment and the ordinate A indicates the maximum amplitude which is 

nondimensionalized by the plate thickness d. The maximum amplitudes are aHected by the shape (G， H) of 

the initial deflection. The amplitudes of unstable motion become large when the half-wave number M in the 

x direction coincides with that of the initial deflection G as in M=l and G=l in Fig. 9 and M=2 and G=2 

in Fig. 10. 
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( 2) Effect of the magnitude of initial deflection 

Figs. 11 and 12 show the maximum amplitude A of the unstable motion ω~+ω~ of a square plate with the 

shapes (G， H) = (1， 2) and (2， 2) of the initial deflection. The amplitudes of the initially deflected plate 

with (G， H) = (1. 2) almost coincide with those of plates with no initial deflection as in Fig. 11. That is， 

the amplitude of the unstable motion is not affected by the initial deflection when the half-wave number M is 

not equal to that of the initial deflection G. On the other hand， when M is equal to G， the maximum 

amplitude is greatly affected by the shape (G， H) of the initial deflection as shown in Fig. 12. From these 

results， it is clear that the maximum amplitude is dependent on the combination of the shape of the initial 

deflection and the mode of vibration. When M is equal to G， the effect of the second order of nonlinear 

terms becomes significant. The nonlinear time response in this case is similar to that of Fig. 8. The 

difference between plus and minus amplitudes becomes large and the maximum amplitude A increases with 

the increase of the magnitude eo・Onthe other hand， when M is not equal to G， the effect of the quadratic 

nonlinear terms is not significant. The time response in the present case is similar to that of a plate with no 

initial deflection as shown in Fig. 4 in reference 3. 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

The present paper shows the dynamic instability of a rectangular plate with an initial deflection 

subjected to a dynamic inplane moment. The dynamic instability is clarified for various shapes and 

amplitudes of the initial deflection. The main results obtained may be summarized as follows : 

( 1) The natural frequency of a rectangular plate with initial deflection increases with the increase of 

the amplitude of the initial deflection. Its magnitude depends on the modal shape of the initial deflection and 

is the largest when the wave number of the mode of vibration in the x direction coincides with that of the 
initial deflection. 

(2) The frequency where unstable motions occur changes depending on the shape and magnitude of the 

initial deflection. The frequency moves to the higher frequency range with increases in the amplitude of the 

initial deflection and its width becomes narrow in the presence of the initial deflection. 

( 3 ) The quadratic nonlinear terms attributed to the initial deflection are included in the equation of 

motion. The quadratic nonlinear terms modify the property of restoring forces and the plus and minus 

amplitudes are not the same. The maximum amplitudes increase when this term is predominant. 

(4) The effect of the initial deflection on the maximum response is conspicuous when its shape along 

the loaded direction coincides with the mode of vibration. The maximum amplitudes increase with increase 

of the amplitude of the initial deflection. 

APPENDIX A : Particular Solution Fp of Equation (8) 

Fp=Ed' ~ ~ TMnTMsF';，ns+ e~Ed' ~ TMnE';，nGH 
_ITI  _1  

where 

F ';，ns=A~s cos (n-s) 7r7]+ B~s cos (η+s)π叩+∞s2 M7rc jC~s cos (n-s)π7]+ D~s cos(π+s)π7]1. 

E';，nGH=COS (M -G)πçjE~~ ∞s(n-H) 7r7]+ F~~ cos (n+ H) 7r7]1 

+cos(M+G)πc jG~~ cos (n-H)πヮ+H出C凶 (π+H)7r7]I， 

M's nM  _ M's roM μ'M'(η+s)S nMー μ'M'(η-s)s
A~s=4子市工記3' B~sニ正記而王司王 C~s=4 jt M~'+'iη s)2μ'1'・ Dm-414M2十(n+s)γl'. 

EMG 一μ'(MH-nG)rMGー μ'(MH+nG)'
制 4j(M -G)2+(n-H)弘司2・ i 耐 4j(M-G)'+(η+H)'μ'1'' 

GMGμ'(MH+nG)2 
制 4j(M+G)'+(n-H)2μ'1'・

where 

HMG 
πH 

一μ'(MH-nG)2

4j(M十G)'+(η+H)'.u'I'

A~s=O (n=s)， c=xjα， 7J=yj b. μ=αj b (aspect ratio) 
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APPENDIX B : Particular Solution Fp of Equation (9) 

Fc=Ed
2.E .E TMnTMsF~ns+ eoEd2.E TMnE~ncH _1_1 _1 

where 

F~nQ= 1(

2
8，竺τl(μ2η8+νM2W+(M2!μ2十川8)7/1，

16 (1一νI
1(

28M戸8"'Jf

子l(μ2Hn+IIMGW十(MG!μ2+νHπ)甲21。(1-112
)

APPENDIX C : Integrations of the Galerkin Method 

I1p= [[  W1pd~d7]， 
(1 (1 ( 1δ'WMP， 2θ'WMP ， a'wMP¥ 

Mpニ
Jo)o ~ ~， a~~"~ +一戸夏弓77戸)WMpd~d7]， 

1 rl rl. . a2日
'
M
"=一守 II (1-2 可)一一子!と WMpd~d7]

μ
， 
Jo Jo 

，- -， ， 
3吉田

L-12(1-u2)flf1/δ2FM吋 δ2WムゲFMTSa2w.師 δ2FMTS32WMn¥ 
一一一一一一'-'-11¥一一一一一一一一2一一一一一一一十 一一一一 )WMPd~d7] Jo Jo¥ 37]
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where 

FMrS= F~rs+ F~TS， EMrCHニ E~rCH+ E~rCH 

APPENDIX D : Coefficients of Equation (11) 

AMnp=IM叩 !lIん(α:)21('1. BMηrsρ=λcrIMnrsp!lI1p(α:)21(21， 
CMnrCH.ρ= IMnrcHP!1I1p(a:)2ポ1， D MrCHp= IMrcHP!lI1p(α:)2〆|
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